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In order to improve the effectiveness of cancer treatment an accurate detection and localization of the tumor is necessary. 
By combining the Computed Tomography (CT) and Photoacoustic Imaging (PAT), a non-invasive anatomic diagnostic 

imaging and an intraoperative optical modality would be valuable to provide fine morphological details for accurate tumor 
detection and localization. Here, I report the development of new contrast agents as dual-modality molecules with extend 
properties (specific-targeting and therapy capability) able to combine the strengths of both CT and PAT imaging modality with 
resulted complementary diagnostic information. 

A new generation of compact multifunctional system composed by uniformly fused components, Au core AgI shells 
(Au-AgI shell NPs) covered by protecting amphylilic PEGylated spacers and CALNN anchored-targeted transferrin moieties 
has been synthesized.  We prove that the present surface preserved core shell nanoprobes not only have a highly specific and 
sensitive targeting ability but also induce efficient contrast enhancement in CT imaging. Also, based on their high surface 
density and NIR response they could enable both efficient targeted diagnosis and therapy.
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